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ABSTRACT
This paper uses two communication models, Goff man's

theatrical model and Harris' psycholog3cal model, to illustrate the
communication procss as it occurs in curriculum projects and to
analyze the proccssos by which people influence each other--decision
making and nandwmIsion making. It is suggested that viewing such
projects from diverse perspectives, such as organizational theory of
communication theory, provides additional tools for analyzing and
predicting what occurs in the area of curriculum development. (TO)
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The study of the communication process c.s it

applies to curriculum projects can be a, useful tool

6
in yielding pertinent insights. into what goes on in too

this complex environment. AlthouGh there is a plethora

of data about organizational structure and how this

affects communication and, hence, decision-making,

there is not nearly as much data about the fundamenal

principles that underlie all communication transactions

on which decisions are finally basedo

It is this writer's contention that a greater

understanding of the developmental process would: result

if curriculum projects were evaluated in trms of human

communication systems. There -are a number of appropriate,

communication models that would. serve this purpose and:,

by way of illustraUion, two will be aiscuszed in this

paper. The selected models were chosen, because

they are the most viable ones, but rotifer, because

they represent two very different perspec' Nres.

For the reader who wants to familiar' ,o himself'

with the. variety of communication models, 'Review and

1,xaper prenrIred for the American E311cat'c
MeetinF:, April 17,1974. Pl'oprietar;T
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nwiluation of 4iode1 ii" in ChriStino NyatrOM's Towei. A
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aulizalwould prove to be worthwhile reading. Professor

Nystrom's, su4imaries include general communication

models as well as sociological, anthropological, general

semantics, linguistics, philosophical and psychological

models.

As noted before', this paper will look at two

models, specifically, Goffman's theatrical model and

Harris's psychological model, and attempt to demonstrate

their usefulness in analyzing the curriculum project

process.

According to Grobman, the developmental process

refers to group "efforts to produce some:: new kind of

curriculum, using experimental tryouts of preliminary

materials and collecting feedback from such tryouts to

be used for the improvement of the curriculum prior

to its release for general distribution."
2

The conceptualization of this process is repre-

sented in Figure, 1.

1Christine Nystrom, "Toward A Science- o:'

The Formulation of in.;ec7rated Conceptu::.
for the Study of Human Communication
lished dissertation for the PH.D., New

1973, 158-233.
2Hulda Grobman, Dovelontril Cur. ri.cu7
Decision Points ana 1.rocce:s,

1970, 4.

2
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Communication occurs at each decision point and;

the process is inhibited or enhanced by communication

transactions, be they verbal or non-verbal.

It should; be noted that some general communication

models, such as those of Norbert Wiener, Claude Shannon

and; Warren Weaver
2 would not be germane, to the study of

developmental curriculum projects-because they are

essentially concerned with the transmission of infor-

mation, not the interpretation of meaning or the "physical,

social, cultural and psychological environments in

which communication happens. However, most other models

would; appropriately apply.

1Norbert Wiener, The Hum:-In Use of Hurmn Beino:s: C7bernetics
and Society, Now York: Avon ',00ks, 1967.

2Claude E. Shannon and Warren Weaver. Thy 7.athematical

Theory of Co==icarion, Urbana, University

of Illinois imess, 1949.
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By far one of the vost interestin6 models is

Goffman's theatrical modellof communication, not

unfamiliar to students of sociologyoin essence, Coffman

postulates, like Shakespeare), that "All the worlds's?

a stage, and all the men and women merely players."

Though Goffman recognizes the limitations of this

model he nevertheless demonstrates its usefulness in

analyzing "closed systems," systems that are designed

to achieve specific goals.

Goffman's analogy underscores the fact that

members of a closed system are cast in particular

roles in a prescribed setting and do indeed perform

according to the roles assigned them.

To illustrate, with a brief example, let us look

at an high school curriculum project team which, from

Goffman's stand-point, can be described as a complex

performance---a play within a play, within a play, etc.

At one level, each team member is performing for the

other members---each of whom will be, at different

times during the performance, either actor or audience.

Simultaneously, other performances are taking place,

in which the team plays to a larger audience---the

principal who is responsible to central administration

who, in turn, is responsible to the Board.

1Erving Goffman, The Pr,?sentation of Self in Flver71 7f

Life, Garden City, New York: .4)oubledv e',1 Company, Inc.,

1959.
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To return to the performances within the project

"play," members of the team will use various techniques

to gain support for their ideas---never losing sight of

the fact that each one's role has already been defined

to some extent by the larger system. For example,

financial constraints or a firm deadline might limit

the quantity and quality of experimental materials to

be produced by the team.

Therefore, members of the project cast enter into

a tacitly understood, agreement, namely, that the play

will be enacted within carefully defined parameters...

the situational and administrative constraints. The

cast des not dwell on these facts during the performance

because they might "discredit, disrupt or make useless

the impression that the performance foste's. These

facts may be said to provide 'destructive information.'"

For example, during the performance :one team member

will not let another team member know tha7, he thinks

the person is incompetent. Also, he will rot let him

know that he has already made up his mind not to support

any of his ideas. This information may be shared "back-

stage" without tarnishing the performance but, as

Goffman notes, the performance will be d:credited if

it is revealed "onstage."

On occasion, there is an "informer" -n the cast

who transmits "backstage" information an "sells out

1lbid, 141.



the show to the audience." "Informerd'are rare, however,

because fcv secrets can be kept from a small team and;

the penaltioo for informing are usually severe. More

common is the "shill" who pretence to be a member of

the audience but, in reality , conspires with the cast

---in this illustration, the team member whose ideas

are to be rejected°

Goffman's model provides an appropriate: language

for describing what occurs in curriculum project trans-

ctions among the different systems' levels. To under-

stand' the various porformancesof the cast, eog., the

"taking of a cue" or the actor who plays an "out of

character role," one must understand the larger system

of which the project is only a small part. In short,

the project, using Goffman's metaphor, can be likened

to a play within a play, within a play,where the actors'

wear the kinds of "masks" that the roles call for. One

actor, for instance, may be cast in two roles; one role

requires him to be part of the project cast and the

other role requires him to play a part in the performance

of the larger organization.

In analyzing curriculum projects 0:2fman's model

might provide useful insights into why certain people

can or cannot perform in this "theatre." Certainly, the
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modeI suggests a viable means of examinin5 the intricate!

network of communication enVironments and processes that

are found in curriculum projects. The model is a

particularly useful one because it is based on m systems

approach which, by definition, emphasizes that the role

of any participant in a performance is dependent on the

structure of the whole system, namely, the play; the

reverse being also true. In other words, of concern to

Goffman is the total setting or environment in which

the action takes place..

Less broad in scope is the psychological model

popularized by Harris in his best seller, 22'm OK---

You're 01(.1 This model rests on the assumption that all

communication is first and foremost sociaZ in nature.

A person's communication behavior is based on all his

past experiences, the basic patterns of wl.ich are estab

lished early in life, roughly between the ages of birth

and three years.

The almost helpless infant is introduced, within

moments of birth

....to another human being 'VI')

picks him up, wraps him in

1Thomas Harris, I'm OK---You'ro OK: A%

to Transaction 'al i'ew York:

Gu4d.1
Psow, 196'9.



coverinfls, supports him, nnd'beicias
the comforting act of lotrokin[1.1
....Stroking, or repetitious bodily
contact, is essential to his survival.
Without it he will die, if not
physically, then psycholoGically.4'

Throughout life people need to be stroked physically

in infancy, and symbolically thereafter,

Harris postulates that the child defines hits if

and others in terms of stroking transactions and, by

age two, reaches one of the following conclusions:

I'm NOT OK --- You're OK

I'm NOT OK --- You're NOT OK

I'm OK ---You're NOT OK.

From the normal child's-viewpoint, at age two, he's

NOT OK, but important "others" are and the childi seeks

approval from these "others" by behaving in ways that

invite stroking. Thus the CHILD (birth to five), in

transactional terms, uncritically records internal events,

stores the data and develops a felt concept toward life.

The PARENT (birth to five), in transactionrd terms, un-

critically records internal events, stores the data and:

develops a tau ht concept of life. The ADU:.T (ten months-

onward) records data acquired through the ,:xploration and.

testing of events and develops a thourht c-acept of

life. PARENT and CHILD store data uneditea., but the

lIbid. 41.
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ADULT processes data and rejects what is inappropro-

priate,anct not usefltle PARENT and CHILD are always

operative throui3houl; life; but if the child is consistently

stroked for ADULT behavior, he becomes a self-directing

and autonomous person and consciously arrives at the

decision that I'm OKYou're ON. The adult who has

not moved into an I'm OK position is constantly depen-

dent on others for the stroking needed to relieve his

NOT OK feelings and adopts an appropriate! life script

to fulfill this need. Either 1) the script calls for

CHILD behavior so is ritating that others are forced to

be attentive and provide him with strokes, oftentimes

negative, or 2) the script calls for PARENT directed

behavior---YOU CAN BE OK, in which case the

person obtains strokes by, for example, being compliant

or by following his parents' scripts, e.g., he does what

they did.

Thus, for Harris, all human communication is

motivated by the desire to be stroked or reassured, and the

communication transactions that a person engages in

are structured by hiE life script. It is Farris's

contention that communication transaction:. can be analyzed

by examining the stroking process.

This model can be productively applir::i in evaluating

0
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projcot poroonnel and ')ersonnel policie in tormo of

both intrapovenal 7:,4nd interpersoaal commualcation0 It

is certainly a worthwhile effort if ono oonccdv*, that

project pernonael affect the outcome of any project

undertakintl. Inded, one can safely nay that the people

involved in a project determine in large measure its

ouccess or failure°

If, for example, the director of a project has a

PARENT life script, the climate of the project will

reflect this and more than likely will drive away

people who operate under an ADULT life :script---people

who areself-directinc; and autonomous. Such a situation

would be especially critical in the developmental

process if the ADULT is a skilled c1assroos:4 teacher

familiar with the target population and th-. PARENT is

a college professor who has a thorough knowledge of

his discipline but little experience with -;he target

population. The situation would be further complicated

by the relationship that the director has with the

parent organization.

Using the same brief example, let me illustrate

with a simple transaction. In developing crriculum

materials the AS7LT, who is a skilled cia:3room teacher,

favors materials that do not require a we

teacher in the subject-arcahe wants th,. curriculum

10



to carry itself. The PnENT, who in a collo!4o professor

andtho diroctor, want the matevials to imply 8 stronE

teacher bae4round in the subject. To receive the strokino

he needs, the director ui6ht well co pros on this

point and agree to a middle-oftheroad solution pl:Levl

the sponsoring aFjoncy tended toward hiss way of thinkin.

This being; the case, the director's evaluative decisions

regarding process o. strategy would be based on receiving

approval from his immediate superiors. Under these

circumstances, it would not be likely that the director

would consider altering his 'Views and, more than likely,

would not attempt to gain support for the classrz,om

teacher's idAas.

In short, choices must be made. and t:-.) choices,

all too often, depend on the relationship among staff

members and, to a greater or lesser degrec, between the

staff and the sponsoring institution.

For two people to communicate effectiely, their

life scripts have to be complimentary oth:;rwise commu

nication breaks down or is suspended unti:. accommodation

takes place,. When three or more people a::: involved in

uaoomplementary transactions, communicatf a becomes

even more complex.

11



Thus, ucinfl thio mOdell it wiioht be. feasible to

F nalyze, explain, and predict the outcwae of interpersonal

transaotions---tranciactions on which the succes i or

failure of a project rests*

At this point, it miGht be worth notints that

some roarch,:.,ro
1 are usini; computers to help students

systematically anal!zo the criteria for and patterns

of their decisions° For example, the student is pre-

sented with a problem situation and, by interacting

with a computer, can raise questions that he considers

pertinent in order for him to arrive at a solution.

The computer feeds the student answers that reflect

a variety of viewpoints and, when the stuaent has all

the information he wants, he arrives at a :iolution to

the problem---in short, he makes a decis:-..n.

Because the computer has the ability process

symbols with great rapidity, store and retieve them

later, and do so with reliability an! accl -icy, the

student can immediately recive feedback .4 :ich could

include the identification of other possibTh solutions,

patterns of thinking, steps taken ix\ the 2;alysis,

possible consequences of the chosen actin :., etc.

Rese::rch of this nature mir7ht prove ul in

helping stLlents to identify their own script

and the life scripts of others.

1Donlld ra7ne, Associite Yrofe:ser of
Techno1cv:,7, :;e!: York University.
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Summarily, this paper has sugoested, 1;sin6 two

specific illustrations, that the study of the communication

process as it occurs in curriculum projects would yield:

useful knowledge about the processes by which people

influence each other---decision-making and non decision -

making --- which in essence, is the heart of the matter in

any curriculum project. It has further been suggested that

such study would be productive because communication

transactions could be examined in the environments that

give the transactions meaning. For example, might one

not be better able to determine the degree to which the

conflict between verbal and non-verbal messages affect

decision-making? Or, how role ambiguities affect project

development? The supra-system? The effect cf unconscious-

assumptions that people hold which result ia dissimilar

perceptions?

It seems to this writer that the study of

communication transactions, using a variety of

appropriate communication models, could b1 validly

and productively applied to curriculum proects.

Certainly, viewing projects from diverse p:rspectives,

e.g., organizational theory, communication theory, the

13
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disciplines, etc. has much to commend it for it affords

additional tools for analyzinis and predicting what

occurs in the critical area of curriculum development.

What is needed is more diversity in examining this

process-. As John Platt so aptly put it, ":.lore diversity

in our science, our patterns of living, and our education

would enrich us all." 1

1
John Platt, Peror;ntion and Ohr,n7e:Pro-i--;ions for
Survival, kan Arbor; The University of ;, .cnigan tress,
T7/0, 3.
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